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Abstract— The main objective of this paper is to speed up the 

gaze point detection with reliable accuracy. Even though the 

accuracy level of gaze point detection is good in the existing 

tracking systems, it also includes some known limitations 

such as restricted head poses, poor eye blink ratio and the 

limited speed of eye detection. In this paper, we have also 

tried to improve and overcome the above stated problems by 

making use of the Local Contour Sequence technique during 

the iris detection process, which is invariant to translation and 

rotation of major head poses, various facial features and 

maintains the very minimal gaze error on continuous eye 

blink. Here, the initially detected face region is considered as 

a collection of pixels and from those contour pixels we need 

to distinguish the smooth and exact eye object from those 

lighter and darker background pixels. For this main use case, 

we made use of the local contour sequence in our program - 

which fastens the eye detection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Although, there are several eye gaze tracking systems being 

utilized in the daily life, it has not reached yet to the advanced 

technological level. A possible reason for this could be that, 

in the existing system for capturing eye gaze point in desktop 

surroundings, some specific algorithms like AWPOSIT is 

used to capture the eye gaze point with all kind of surrounding 

brightness of the light but with restricted head movement. An 

AWPOSIT algorithm which is used to boost the accuracy of 

the gaze point lacks in the speed of detection. As this 

technique isn't sensitive to light conditions, therefore it 

provides a better methodology for the detection of the iris 

center and eye corner.  

Finally, the eye gaze tracking is accomplished in that 

system by combining the eye vector and the head movement 

data. This AWPOSIT technique alone achieves a mean 

accuracy of 2.27 degree with the minimal or minor movement 

of the head. Still there exists some issues like; the gaze 

direction is not consistent with the head pose direction. 

In our proposed system, to further improve the 

accuracy level of the eye gaze point and to speed up the eye 

detection, we'll be combining the local contour sequence 

technique of OpenCV library with AWPOSIT algorithmic 

program. As this technique is invariant to rotation and 

translation, therefore it's considered to be one of the 

applicable feature for improving the accuracy of eye gaze 

point. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Eye gaze detection is not an easy task due to many issues like 

illumination, ensuring angle, head pose, facial features etc. 

Iris center detection is a most important step to obtain the eye 

gaze point. In proposed system, Local contour sequence 

technique is combined with AWPOSIT algorithm to track the 

eye gaze point accurately with high speed irrespective of the 

above specified limitations. As mentioned earlier that, Local 

contour sequence technique is invariant to rotation, therefore 

it is a good feature for achieving good accuracy level and is 

not sensitive to facial features. It causes a very minimal gaze 

error when rigorous eye blink occurs compared to the other 

existing systems. This technique is also used to detect the eye 

gaze point in a wider angle and can achieve 90 percent of 

accuracy level approximately. 

In the proposed system, initially a user’s eye is 

captured through the web camera and it undergoes the 

following sub-processes as usual but with additional local 

contour sequence influence in the Iris detection stage: 

A. Face Detection 

To start with the eye gaze point detection, first the face needs 

to be detected properly and for this, we have used the Haar 

Classifiers which was eventually considered as an effective 

method. Firstly, we need to load the classifiers and the 

classifier that we have used for face detection is 

haarcascade_frontalface_alt2.xml. 

To detect the face, we have used the following code 

by passing the face detecting Haar classifier object to it as a 

parameter –  

New Capture (). QueryFrame ().Convert<Gray, 

Byte>().Detect Haar Cascade (Face, 1.2, 10, 

Emgu.CV.CvEnum.HAAR_DETECTION_TYPE.DO_CAN

NY_PRUNING, new Size(20, 20)); 

The above code returns the collection of detected 

faces, from which the x and y coordinates, and the width and 

height of the face box can be retrieved. With these retrieved 

values, the area containing the face can be detected. 

B. Eye Detection 

Once the face detection succeeds, then comes the eye 

detection step where we use the classifier for eye detection 

namely haarcascade_eye_tree eye_glasses.xml 

To detect the eye, the following code is used by 

passing the eye detecting Haar classifier object to it as a 

parameter –  

new Capture().QueryFrame().Convert<Gray, 

Byte>() DetectHaarCascade(Eyes, 1.2, 2, 

HAAR_DETECTION_TYPE.DO_CANNY_PRUNING, 

new Size(20, 20)); 

The captured eye looks as below in the output screen, 

 
Fig. 1: Tracked eyes 
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C. Iris Center Detection combined with Local Contour 

Sequence Technique 

Once the eye is detected with the previous steps, now the iris 

center needs to be detected from the eye region. For this, we 

initially need to estimate the radius of the iris. Then, the 

information about the combination of intensity energy and 

edge strength is used to locate the iris center.  

Now, a canny edge detector needs to be used on the 

eye regions. There can be some invalid edges availed with 

short length, therefore a wider filter is necessary to remove 

those invalid edges.  

Once the Iris center is located, the inner eye corner 

is the next target to detect. Usually, the inner eye corner is 

viewed as a main reference point for gaze estimation as it is 

insensitive to any of the facial expression changes and eye 

status. Therefore, now we need to detect the inner eye corner 

to guarantee the gaze direction accuracy. Here, again a canny 

operator is used to generate the edge map and then the edge 

contours are extracted from the edge map and then the small 

gaps are filled. 

This is the step where we accomplish the usage of 

the additional local contour sequence technique along with 

the canny edge detector, to speed up the eye point detection 

and to improve the accuracy. 

This technique helps to achieve the following things –  

1) It provides fast and accurate results for eye region pixel 

tracing;  

2) contour information can be compressed to reduce the 

memory size; and  

3) it accurately restores the compressed data to the original 

contour image.  

To achieve the objectives, the proposed algorithm 

initially distinguishes the local patterns made by adjacent 

contour pixels, and it then finds the next contour pixel of the 

eye region that will be traced from the pattern. 

With the traditional system, the eye vectors can be 

usually determined either using pixel, vertex or run-data-

based algorithms, 

 
Fig. 2: Traditional system - eye vector detection 

1) Some of the disadvantages with the conventional 

techniques are, 

2) Performs unnecessary movement operations on white 

pixels. 

3) Defects in determining the connectivity among objects. 

Saving all of the pixel points consumes larger data.  

 

The Pseudocode of our proposed technique algorithm is as 

follows –  

 
We made use of this technique based on two stages 

with two major goals.  

First, the check operation for stopping occurs only 

at State 0; therefore, the number of checking operations on 

black pixels is reduced. In other words, the proposed 

algorithm verifies that the check operation occurs when only 

the tracer has a white rear pixel. This is more efficient when 

compared to the check operation that occurs for every contour 

pixel, because its start condition and stop criterion also satisfy 

the condition that the rear pixel of the tracer on the start pixel 

should be white. 

Secondly, this technique eliminates some of the 

redundant operations that are used to detect the white pixels. 

The conventional algorithms do not consider white pixels in 

the previous path; therefore, they sometimes re-detect white 

pixels on the previous tracing during the current tracing of 

eye points.  

The accuracy of this contour technique involves 

determining how accurately the tracing algorithm traces, and 

we measure it by counting the number of pixels traced. 

Firstly, we apply it to the test images and then mark the eye 

tracing on the images. Then, we count all the marked eye 

contour pixels in the images. Therefore, even if a pixel is 

traced several times, it is counted as one. 

To measure the tracing time with this technique, we 

calculated the average time by using the cv2.getTickCount() 

function supported by OpenCV to measure the processing 

time.  
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We obtain the average processing time per traced 

eye contour pixel by dividing the total processing time by the 

total number of traced contour pixels. 

D. Calibration 

This process takes place redundantly and loops over 

continuously to reduce the error in the pupil and corner 

detection. Once the stable pixel coordinates are received from 

the calibration process, it ends and returns those stable 

coordinates to the main program. 

Here, the user can move their heads while gazing at 

the screen points, and doing so will not affect the gaze 

tracking and will not deviate from detecting the availed eye 

vector points to the maximum. 

E. Mapping gaze point to screen points 

The live eye coordinate data is then processed within the 

calibration loop, and the output distances are passed to a 

conversion function which provides with the final window 

coordinate points. 

 
Fig. 3: Distances of window screen points 

Once we have the points, we then calculate the ratio 

of the distances between the fixed points and the live point, 

which is then multiplied by the window height and width to 

get the window coordinates that are then returned to the main 

function to use in the error recording. 

III. TECHNOLOGIES USED 

We have made use of the default web camera which is 

mounted as built-in onto the laptop for testing this project. 

Other than web camera, we have chosen Visual 

Studio ASP.NET C# project to implement it by making use 

of the OpenCV built-in methods. 

OpenCV is an open source vision library which is 

mainly used for easing the implementation of computer 

vision related processes. Once it is installed in the system, the 

instructions to use the library will be provided along with it 

or else can be referred from online links. 

Using the built-in methods of OpenCV, the eye and 

face region can be detected by making use of the intensities 

of the pixels in a region and then each region is given a point. 

The points are then arranged and provided as input to an 

OpenCV library for appropriate detection. 

For eye detection purpose, we have specifically 

made use of the Haar classifier methods. These methods 

make use of the contrast value changes in the detected pixels. 

For example, A pixel which can be described either as a 

rectangle or square box can be filled with both dark and 

lighter colors. Thus, the Haar method makes use of this 

contrast changes in each of the adjacent pixels to find the 

objects of any sizes.  

Our project mainly consists of 2 parts namely where 

we loop the system continuously for getting the gaze points 

dynamically and how it affects the main program. 

It will go through the calibration stage initially, 

which provides the reference points for the main detection. 

Then, the main program starts running a continuous loop to 

calculate the iris and corner coordinates and compares them 

to the calibration points to calculate the gaze position. 

Also, to clearly see the usage of where the local 

contour sequence technique is used, the below image can be 

referred, 

 
Fig. 4: Step where the local contour sequence is used 

IV. KNOWN LIMITATIONS  

Even though the proposed system is designed simpler, it does 

have some known minor limitations such as –  

– When the head pose (either movement or orientation 

change) or facial features of the target or subject is 

moved continuously or faster, a minimal gaze error is 

possible and the eyes will not be properly detected at that 

time. 

– Detects only the gaze point in the distance of 85 cm 

approximately or below. 

– Web camera configuration should be with 1.3Mp or 

higher than it. 

V. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

The enhancement that can be considered further in this 

project is that need to find the possible ways for detecting the 

eye position of the fast-moving targets. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this project, we have improved the eye gaze tracking model 

by making use of the OpenCV library’s built-in methods for 

eye and face detection. Additionally, we have made use of the 

Local Contour Sequence Technique in the Iris center 

detection process to enhance the accuracy level of the eye 

detection as well as to improve the speed of the detection 

which worked as we planned. However, the effectiveness of 

the system can still be improved in future work to overcome 

the minimal gaze errors. 
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